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Abstract

In smart environments, pervasive computing contributes in improving daily life activities for dependent
people by providing personalized services. Nevertheless, those environments do not guarantee a satisfactory
level for protecting the user privacy and ensuring the trust between communicating entities.
In this paper, we propose a trust evaluation model based on user past and present behavior. This model
is associated to a lightweight authentication key agreement protocol (EC-SAKA). The aim is to enable the
communicating entities to establish a level of trust and then succeed in a mutual authentication using a
scheme suitable for low-resource devices in smart environments. Finally, we tested and implemented our
scheme on Android mobile phones in a smart environment dedicated for handicapped people.
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1. Introduction

Trust, Anonymity and Privacy preservation are known as major factors to the acceptance and the success
of pervasive computing systems. Service Platforms tend to collect and manage a large amount of personal
information about individuals in order to authenticate users and/or provide personalized services, therefore
threating privacy and causing a conflict between service providers and personal information owners. People
dislike automatic spread of personal and identifiable data, especially when it is transferred to other parties
beyond control [1-2]. The trade-off between privacy and collecting private data for authentication poses
nowadays a great challenge to security designers in Smart Environments.

For disabled and aging users, smart environments are deployed to facilitate every day life activities and
adapt to their needs. However, within those environments, the security and confidentiality of sensitive data
has to be guaranteed. Beside that, the anonymity and privacy of the users should be protected, therefore
personal information concerning users like names, addresses, financial data, and medical profile should not
be allowed to flow freely without protection. Therefore, one of the foundations of the security of users in
smart environments is to protect individuals privacy.

Several researchers [1-2] have admitted that smart environments are vulnerable to many security and
privacy threats, and that securing pervasive computing present critical challenges at many levels [3-5]. Below,
some of the challenges addressed in [6] are outlined:

1. Privacy Issues: Sensors and actuators distributed in space expose a great danger to user privacy since
the information collected can be disclosed to intruders, malicious insiders and tracking systems.



2. User Interaction Issues: The access control mechanisms in pervasive environments should allow users
to interact easily with devices while assuring an appropriate authentication.

3. Security Policies: Smart environments should have a convenient method to define and manage security
policies with dynamicity and flexibility, with respect to the behavior of entities in their systems.

4. Two new security challenges, introduced by [7], are to be added: Quality of Privacy (QoP) and
Trustworthy Authentication.

In this paper, we design a trust model and implement it associated to an authentication protocol. The
aim is to introduce an intermediate phase that evaluates the trustworthiness of communicating entities
before the phase of service provision. Our scheme will preserve and protect user privacy since it will use
non-sensitive information in the evaluation process of the trust. What makes trust evaluation models really
needed in smart environments is that they create a secure yet more flexible environments that what security
policies alone can do. That is because the strictness of static policies may limit the freedom of normal users
while it is potentially vulnerable to malicious users; on the other hand, trust systems are very adaptive to
the user needs, actions and behaviors.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly mentions the features of the Elliptic
Curve-based Simple Authentication Key Agreement (EC-SAKA) protocol, designed for low-resource mobile
devices. In section 3, we describe our proposed trust model featuring its advantages. Section 4 shows the
implementation of our trust based authentication scheme. Finally, section 5 concludes our work.

2. EC-SAKA Authentication Protocol

Elliptic Curve-based Secure Authenticated Key Agreement protocol (EC-SAKA) was proposed by [8] in
order to suit the needs for low-resource mobile devices that face difficulties when dealing with large-sized
cryptographic keys. This protocol is based on an asymmetric Diffie-Hellman scheme to generate a common
secret key without exposing it to eavesdroppers. Indeed, the asymmetry in this approach is to prevent
malicious attacks that try to impersonate both of the entities communicating and forward one’s data to the
other aiming to expose their generated key in the process. EC-SAKA scheme also prevents impersonation
attacks. In addition to key agreement, this protocol provides identity verification through El Gamal Signa-
ture scheme (ECEGS). This way, it provides identity verification and common key generation at the same
time.

The EC-SAKA protocol will be used in our scheme in order to authenticate entities and make them
confirm each other identities. The authentication phase comes after a level of trust is already established
between the entities. If the result of the trust phase is higher than a specific threshold, which is either
dependent of the service or globally set by the administrator, the application will proceed to the authenti-
cation phase. Otherwise, the application won’t pass to the authentication phase and the service won’t be
provided, because one of the communicating party appears untrustworthy to the other. The process of trust
evaluation is performed using the trust model detailed in the following section.

3. Our Proposed Trust Model

Before an authentication takes place, each of the communicating parties needs to trust the others, hence
the need of a trust evaluation model. Many trust models for smart environments have been proposed in
the last decade, some of them presented context awareness-based security [9], while others concentrated
on the quick convergence of updated trust values [10-12], addressing the different situations with similar
approaches. Our proposed model has an enhanced compatibility with low-resource devices, since it uses
the memory-efficient elliptic curve cryptography and a bandwidth-efficient trust evaluation scheme. Our



Figure 1: Our proposed Trust model with its different parts

model adopts some of their features like service-dependent trust, mentioned in [13], and moreover includes
a lightweight security monitoring to prevent malicious attackers that attempt to forge trust data or alter
it in any way. We made our model imitate human rational thinking in evaluating the judgment ability of
recommending entities. That means whenever an entity is asked to recommend another, we take a look on
how much that entity know the others, which will give a metric representing the judgment ability of this
entity, before taking its recommendations as granted.

Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of our proposed trust model with its different modules, showing the
steps of the trust evaluation process. Judgment is calculated based on the reports of experience messages.
Indirect trust is obtained by a multiplicative relation between judgments and recommendation values given
by recommendation messages. Direct trust is calculated through a risk assessment based on number of
positive and negative actions of the node in question (also provided by experience messages). Finally, the
net trust is a linear combination of the direct and indirect trusts. The trust updates occur only on demand
or when the trust values have expired. We will explain those modules in more details in section 3. In the
following, we will present the properties of our trust model and discuss the novel attributes introduced in it.

3.1. Minimization of Resource Usage

Our proposed trust model aims to serve smart environments where the hardware equipment have small
processors and limited memories. Some trust models such as in [13] used a mesh-like approach in cal-
culating trust values. That is each node of the network has always an updated trust table of all nodes
in the network. That means that resources are wasted on calculating trust values that may expire before
being used. Our proposed model evades this issue by evaluating the trust values only on demand and expiry.

Our proposed model tries also to use as minimal memory resources as possible. Essentially, each node in
the network, independently of its nature, will need two matrices. The node will store trust values of nodes
communicating with it only. Because of the memory limitation, the node will get rid of trust data related
to nodes that had left the neighborhood or went dead in the network.

3.2. Trustworthiness

Trustworthiness is used in this paper to refer to the level of trust of an entity B in respect to a separate
entity A. The net trustworthiness is obtained by calculation of two values: direct trust and indirect trust.
Direct trust is what is commonly called “Risk Assessment”. It is used for dealing with newcomers which
the entity has not yet any records of trust evaluation. In case where trust is service-dependent, we added a
multiplicative factor, called the Security Action Coefficient (SAC), to the number of negative actions. This
coefficient refers to the security level of a service. If the application possesses a high security level, the
associated SAC should be high (e.g. 10). On the other hand, if the service didn’t need any security, such



as a weather broadcasting service, SAC can be as low as 1. Direct trust is obtained using the following
equation:

DT =
ΣPAi

ΣPAi + SAC × ΣNAi

. (1)

where PAi represents the number of positive actions done by the node in question and noticed by node i.
NAi refers to the number of negative actions, and SAC is the Security Action Coefficient related to the
security level of the service.

The indirect trust, representing the recommendations of other nodes, is:

IT =
ΣTwi × Ji

n
. (2)

where Twi and Ji are the trustworthiness and judgment values corresponding to the node i.

The value of the net trustworthiness is a combination of direct and indirect trust:

Tw = αDT ×DT + αIT × IT . (3)

where αIT the indirect trust coefficient is:

αIT =
TSself

TSself +Σ TSi

nrecomm

×

ΣJi
ntot

. (4)

and αDT the direct trust coefficient is:
αDT = 1− αIT . (5)

where TSself refers to the timestamp of the trust value of the node itself, while TSi denotes the timestamp
of the trust value of the node i. ntot is the total number of nodes in the subnetwork, whereas nrecomm is
the number of nodes that responded with recommendations.

3.3. Judgment

Judgment is one of the new features introduced that aims to imitate the human behavior in a technical
approach. The judgment ability is represented by the overall experience of dealing with the node in question.
That experience includes both the total number of control messages exchanged and the total number of
actions whether positive or negative.
The judgment related to the number of actions is equal to the total number of actions ΣAi over the maximum
number of actions Maximum A, as follows:

JA =
ΣAi

Maximum A
, if JA > 1 then JA = 1 . (6)

Similarly, the judgment related to the number of messages exchanged is:

JM =
Σ messagesi

Maximum messages
, if JA > 1 then JA = 1 . (7)

At last, the overall judgment value is:
J = JA × JM . (8)



3.4. Control Messages

In order to control the aspect of trust evaluation and share the trust data, short control messages are
used for that purpose. Most of these messages are trigger-based type, except for consistency and hello
messages. Those messages are:

1. Recommendation messages: used as request for trust recommendations. The addressed nodes will
reply, if possible, with a recommendation reply containing the trustworthiness value requested.

2. Experience messages: used to retrieve information about statistical behavior. The reply contains in-
formation about messages exchanged and positive and negative actions, used later in the calculation
of Judgment and Direct Trust.

3. Hello messages: periodic messages that are issued to inform the neighbors about self existence.

4. Consistency messages: periodic messages that aim to test the consistency behavior of a certain node
in order to prevent any suspicious behavior trying to affect the trust evaluation.

5. Knowledge Migration messages: issued only when a node is about to pass out or leave the network.
The message is a notification of the availability of trust data that is going to be lost. Interested nodes
will respond by asking for recommendations and experience data.

4. Simulation and Discussion

The object of the judgment value is to increase the accuracy of the trust calculation. Not only that,
the judgment value helps making the net trust evaluation converge quickly. Unlike many trust evaluation
techniques where the trust metrics oscillate before reaching a stable value, we made a simulation that demon-
strates how the net trust in our model instantaneously reflects the variation in the trust metrics.

Figure 2 shows the graphs of two simulations: the left one represents the variations of net trust and
judgment when the positive actions are increasing, while the right showings the trust variations when the
negative actions are increasing. The judgment value increase linearly with the number of actions, positive or
negative. That’s because the judgment represents the experience which is directly related to the number of
actions. On the other hand, the net trust increases/decreases faster when the number of actions increases.
The reason is that the grown experience increases the weight of indirect trust (recommendations) and ac-
celerates the variations of net trust. The trustworthiness in our model directly reflects the behavior of the
nodes, while in other trust models it takes some time oscillating before converging to an accurate value [13].

In comparison with other trust models, our proposed model is using metrics that directly reflect the
present and the past line of actions committed by an entity in the network. In addition to that, our trust
model tends to decrease the overall power consumption since it triggers trust updates only on demand or
expiration. Finally, the security monitoring part of the model protects the entities from potential malicious
attacks.

5. Implementation

In order to validate the proposed scheme composed of an authentication module and a trust module,
we have implemented it using Java language and Eclipse IDE platform. A server in our architecture is the
device that provides the service to other nodes. It can be a computer, an RFID reader, or even a sensor. The
server part of the implementation contains no graphical interface, since it only calculates different data and



Figure 2: The variation of net trust and judgment with respect to positive and negative actions

Figure 3: The different classes used in the implementation of the authentication module

communicates them to other nodes. On the other hand, the client part includes a graphical interface and
can run on almost any mobile device that supports Java. We chose to test our implementation on Android
mobile phones using Android SDK tools in Java. The code itself is implementable on simpler platforms than
Android phones, such as active RFID tags and sensors. Android systems remain easier to work on since the
implementation will only take place software-wisely.

For the authentication module, it has the responsibility to establish secret key generation and identity
confirmation using the EC-SAKA protocol. The implementation of this module was done through 4 Java
classes. The first two ECCPoint and ECCurve take care of all mathematical definitions and calculations
related to Elliptic Curves, which are the base of the EC-SAKA protocol. The other two classes, Requester
and Provider are used by the authenticating parties to exchange the messages needed for the establishment
of the authentication. Since EC-SAKA uses a 3-way asymmetric scheme, the messages sent received by
one authenticating party are not alike to those sent and received by the other party, thus the need of two
different classes for the two parties. Figure 3 shows the class diagram of the authentication module.

The other module implemented, the trust module, uses two Java classes. The first class is for exchang-
ing control messages. The other class uses the information provided by recommendation and experience
messages to calculate direct trust, indirect trust and judgment. This class also calculates the trust weights,
described in the previous section, in order to evaluate the net trust.



Figure 4: Snapshots of Android Trust client application

Our implementation of this scheme takes part in a project called “Cohabit”, a smart environment project
for dependent people. The project takes place in a particular residence for disabled people called ADEP.
The services provided in that smart environment are daily services needed by dependent people, such as
opening the door, turning on/off the light, closing the curtains, etc. The security modules we have developed
evaluate the trust between the users and their environment before giving them access to use those services.
Figure 3 shows several snapshots the client application on the Android phone listing the existing services
spotted in the environment.

When the user of the Android phone chooses a service, he will be directed to another window that lists
the security steps needed to activate that service. As it appears in Fig. 4, when clicking on ‘Evaluate Trust’
button, the trustworthiness value of the service provider will be calculated, as described in section 3, and the
threshold value set by the administrator will be displayed. For more flexibility, the procedure was divided
to several steps, to allow the user to use services on his own risk - if he wishes to - when the trustworthiness
value is less than the threshold. The next button uses the EC-SAKA protocol to generate a secret shared
key and enable the two nodes to verify each other’s identities. If the user sees two checkmarks next to the
two buttons, he can now execute the service he has chosen. Some services might not need trust evaluation
and authentications, such as date & time and weather-forecast services. In this case, the corresponding
buttons for trust and authentication will be disabled and only the service execution button will be enabled.
Nevertheless, the actions of non-authenticated services will be recorded in the action matrices.

6. Conclusion

After emphasizing on the necessity and importance of security, privacy and trust in smart environments,
we have demonstrated the effectiveness of Elliptic Curve Cryptography as new candidate in publickey cryp-
tosystems. We have adopted a lightweight authentication protocol called Elliptic Curve Secure Authenticated
Key Agreement (EC-SAKA) protocol in our scheme. That authentication protocol uses a 3-pass scheme to
generate a common secret key, in addition to an elliptic curve-based digital signature.
Next, we have proposed a new trust model that respects the limitation of tiny mobile devices in terms
of resources and bandwidth. Our trust model contain two new features that enhance the process of trust
evaluation. The first one is a new trust metric introduced called the ability of judgment. This value tends
to imitate the human rational thinking in trust and recommendation acceptance. The second feature is a
lightweight security monitoring ability within the trust model to defend against security threats.



Finally, we have implemented our scheme into independent modules using Java language. Our trust based
authentication scheme will be embedded on Android mobile phones to be used by dependent people in their
residential areas.
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